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NO~S .ON SECULARISM . .AND .RELIGIOUS STUDIES 

By 

Dr. W. C. Smith 

I. SECULARISM 

The secular quality of the state, both in certain 

other countries and most importantly in India; both as an 

id~al, legal and philosophic and social, and as an 

historical process of concrete achievement and struggle; 

is . .a mat_ter about \>Thich there is much to say. In addition 

.to the secular state,· there is much to say also about 

secularism as an ideology, with implications not only for 

political but also for social and ed~cational and even 

moral and religious lifei again both as an ideal roncept 

(in many forms) and as ·an actual historical -process, whose 

movement and force and ramifications and oppositions and 

setbacks have to be discerned and clarified. 

I personclly hr.ve done a certain mount of reflect-

. ing· on these. matters, at the conceptual level, and a 

certain amount of investigation of contemporary historical 

processes involving them, in India and elsewhere, more 

porticul~:~.rly in the cr.se of the Muslim community but rlso 

a little with regard to the Hindu. However, my concern 
to 

here is notLndvocnte or even to expound my own views or 

observations (a few of which'! have had occasion to 

publiSh.~l~, man~ others of which hrve yet to· be 

formulated systematically). Rather, my submission is 

simply that these matters should be discussed. I 1-ruld 
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urge th~t they deserve, end would repay, more formnl, 

public, sustnined study than they ho.ve yet had. I run 

deeply persu~ded that further analysis nnd explication 

couid prove seriously revnrding, intellectually but nlso 

in terms of economic nnd sociul welfare • 

.. Two chic.f reo.sons underly t11is conviction. 

First, present views on the subject turn out 0n 

coreful inquiry to be.; conflicting; often neg~tive? n.."l.d 

. sometimes v~gue. ·Views ure found ranging dl .the way 

·.from one extreme thc.t ·SeC'll·orism implies the exclusion 

of. ull religious relevnncies, to the opposite extreme 

that it signifies ruther the inclusion of all religious 

trad;itions simultaneously L2_/. (OvQr agninst,Pokisto.n 

with its affirmation thnt.the state rests on the basis 

of u religious system, India may be tl!.ought of us 

affirming thut its state rests on no religious basis,, 

or on all equnlly). Again, there is n range from the 

negntive attitude thnt seculorism is simply the absence 

of religious end evf)n moral considerntions (whether of 

one system or of severul), to the vision of n positive 

(personnl) fuith in seculorism as u constructive and 

indeed powerful force, with its own metaphysically based 

convictions, its own deeply held humane values, its own 

inspiration. On the crucial question of the drive 'thnt 

is to transform abstractly formulated programmes into 

active operational achievEments, some see se'culorism us 
' . neutral, an abstaining system specificully·nllowing each 

citizen to derive thut drive from his own personal or 
7• •. I 

group conviction, or not to derive it ut ull; while 

others see secularism (and/or nationalism, or secular 
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nat:~onalism) r-.s specificl?.l13" pro"iding that drive itself. 

... Th~ implications of each Of these views ~and oth.ers) 

for an_ educational systE>m are significantly diverse. 

The se.cond reason for urging more active considerati•Jn 

o:t: these questions has. to do with the creative challenge 

;t~at . .is .~nvolv.:;d. In th.is matter, India is tackling an 

issue of monumental importence, yet one that it must solve 

creatively. There are no models for it to follow, no 

extant solutions for it to adopt or even to adapt. The 

West internally has faced problems in this realm· in no 

comparable form end on no comparable scale; cxterriully, 

it is becoming involved in problems of living in a multi

religious community but has not yet solved them- has not 

even yet much recognized them or their seriousness. What 

is at stoke here is a new humanism yet to be created. 

- Western humanism, based ultimately on Greek philosophy and 

related pCJ:oit.lvo.:;ly o:c i:cegui;ively to only one particular 

religious orientation, tho Judaeo-Christian, may at most 

contribute to, but cannot substitute for, a new humanism 

truly cosmopolitan in which;. the Indian and the Islamic 

traditions will be at least subsumed, not to so.y More 

constructively engaged. Only a very few of us in th.c West 

are sensitive to this need and aware of the new vision ani 

the major creative effort that it will involve.. India is 

·the first country to confront immediately nnd prr.ctically 

the exhilo.rating, demanding new task of constructing o. wny 

of life in which groups of :radically differing historical 

and conceptual· and moral backgromds not only may live 

together in hm'l!lony but may actively collnborr.te in o. 

-democratic joint effort to construct together o. ne\>r ordGr 
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of which all will be c.ble to approve.· The clnssicnl 

Hindu philosophic tradition, with its universalist over

tones, is clearly relevant here, and the chief ground 
• I 

for aspiration, ~ut the extrapolation to 20th-century 

conditions has yet to be clnrifie d, nnd the translation . . . 
of philosophic precept into· sociological insti tutior:. 

. . 
One could wax ineffectively eloquent on all this; 

the significant operntionnl point is rather that a new 

venture is required. For it, syllabi, textbooks, 

patterns, etc. are not available nnd must be constructed 
. 

ad hoc (to say nothing of the question of trained 

personn?l). This will not be onsy; cspccinlly becouse 

of the tendency still not dead to suppose that tho 
• 

process of modernising means introducing the latest 

methods from the West (or Russin) with or without modi-

fication, whereas in this case what is required is an 

indigenous innovation, creative, novel, exploratory, the 

confronting of a specifically Indian problem by Indian 

inaginntion nnd intellect and will. (It is a world 

problem in principle, but specifically Indinn in practice, 

so that the lend must probably come from India). 

Concretely, then, I propose that the topic 

"secularism" be introduced into the Indian university 

system as· a subject of inquiry. Specifically, I would 

sugge'st a paper on "secnlarism" begin.TJ.i}lg probably at the 

M.A. level, starting probably at one or two universities 

but gradually spreading to others (since p~t of the 

point is precisely the stimulus arid creativity that 

should emerge from diversity of presentc.tion, cross-
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criticism, end dialectic). Depertments af PoHt:i.cnl 

Science, and of Philosophy, and perhaps History 

(conternpo~nry)(sce further below, S~ction III) ond 

Comparative Religion (below, Section II), would 

reasonably be involved. 

Some thought should perhaps be given to the 

question of whether it would be more prncticnl to have 

'the est~blishment of such a paper preceded by nn 

exploratory theoretical study eventuating in a book or 

project delineation. This step could be combined with . 

the training of personnel by specific fellowships, or 

other preparntory progrrunme. A U.G.C.-sponsored semino.r 

(forthcoming nt ·the Law Institute?) or series of seminars, 

or a development nt the new Simla Institute of Advanced 

Study, are other possibilities. (Any help that Hnrvo.rd 

or, presumably other Western universities, might provide 

would gladly be made available). On the other hand, the 

introduct~on of a pr.per would itself stimulate interest 

and educate lecturers; I personally nm somewhat inclined 

to feel, though careful c~nsideration would hcve to be 

given to.this point, that a paper should be introduced 

. o.nd these other· devices developed simul tnneously, in 
~:-· 

mutual and dynomic interaction -- so that a process is 

generated within the academic world, rather thnn waiting 

until an ide·al pattern becmqes avni:I,able to be imposed • . . 

contd. ··~····· 6/-
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Suggested materiaJ.s to "Qe covered in "Secularism" 
. ; ~~ 

1. Politicel and constitutional theor~: 

;) Western: ·(i) The u.s., U.K., France, U.S.S.R.models 

(ii) Philosophical secularism,. with Greek · 
bv.ckground (esp. 18th Ceritury'Enlightenment") 

b) Turkey, post-wv.r Jupan, nnd other 20th-century experiments 

c) India: (i) The Cons ti tutionul position (with court 
interpretations) · · ·. · · · · 

(ii) Statements of Jawtihnrla.l Nehru, Abul KtilDr.J. Azad 
pnrlinmentnry discussions, &c. · 

2. The· Indian be.ckground: 

A~·Normative. (a) Classical Hindu orientations: 

· (i) to the stnte 

(ii) to other religiou~ groups 

(b) Clnssica.l Islamic orientations: 

(i) to the state 

to other religious groups: 
(nJ shnrT-' cl1; Ottoman, Millet 
(b) Sufi . 

system, 
&c • 

(c) Other orientations: Sikh, Jain, Christian 

(the "church" <'.S something thnt can be 
separated from the st~J.te), &c. 

B. Historical. Selected illustrative mOI!lents, of actual 

·problems, solutions, failures: Vijaya.nagnr, Akbar's 

r~ign, British non-intervention, recent comrnunnlist 

hostility; &c. 

3. . The Contemporary Process of Secularisv.tion in India: 

(i) Seculnrisation as a process through which 'religion' 
has been moving (from c.l850?) from being a comprehen
sive cultural pattern to becoming one particular 
segment of personal and social life alongside others 
(the 1 religious frictot 1 and 1 secular factors 1 in 
modern life). The emergence of values and considera
tions (frnm the West? from science? from new occupa
tions, new economic patterns and possibilities?) 
unconnected with ('religious') tradition. 



(jj) Seculariso.ti<ltl-.as...._a .p~gcess of substituting new 

and different vn~ues fo~ tr~ditional religous ·. . . . . 

ones. Under. this he;:ndin~, fr-.ctors rnd r.~oveMcnts 
.. 

mny be. copsiderpd that give evidence that new 

considerat:t~::ms, rather than suppler.~enting 
• • ! . 

religious tr~.ditions, as under (i), actively 

replece those trQditions, negating them in whole 

or in pQrt. The emergence of new loyalties, now 

ideologies. Nationnlisr.t (in part), marxisr.~, anti

religious movements, science vs. 'superstition'. 

(:l:.tl.)Secularisation as a process of the disintegration 

of moral ~d spi:ritual v o.1. ues. Tendencies and 

movements in contemporary society md ·t!J:ought 

(in the West, in India) tending to the collapse 

of old loyalties and convictions and discipline, 

without anything taking their place. The wenkening 

of morllle. 

(iv) Secularisation as the process of 'respect for all 

religions 1 • Tendencies and movements-~ recent 

' and contemporary society end thought towards 

universalism, "unity in diversity", inter-religious 

understanding md collaboration. 

(v) Obstacles to a process of secularization: 

(a) Theory. Critics of secularism (Jan Sangh; 

Jmna'at-i-Islruni; &c) 

(b) Practice. Caste and communal fr.ctors in 

"democratic" politics. Economic ond 

sociological communalism; &c. 

contd. • .• 8/-
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(vi)"seculurism in the School system: 

(a) Explicit. The deliberate promotion of 

a secular idecl (which form?) -

theory, ~md practice. Successes and 

. failures·. 

(b) By insinuation. The influence of the 

'' · total curriculum (end total s da:>ol 

progrrunme) on religious consideraticns. 

(vii) The "Integrntion Progrrunme" of the Government 

of ·India. Theory, vnd·practico. 

(viii) Desirable (mld feasible) next stl'.gos in the 

seculerisntion process. 



II. Religious Studies 
:• ' 

. . .. 
It would be. presumptuous of an outsider to" comment 

~;, th~. substance. Of SO delicate and S~btle a matte'r aS· 

religious instruction or 'moral and spiritual values,. in 

any educational system. I am sensitive enough to the 
. : ' 

honour that is done to me in allowing me to participate 

in these discussions at all. What perhaps without being 

brash I might profer are one or two suggestions on the 

form, rather than the substance; of possible moves to 

deal with these matters. I do so under two headings: 
. . 

comparative religion Stlldios, end the institutionalising 

of inquiry into moral and Spiritual Values· in education. 

A. Comparative Religion Studies 

· · It is one of the redeeming fe a~ure s of our . other

wise distressingly-belligerent age that significant 

attempts at inter-religious understo.pding .nre seriously 

developing. Academically at the university level this . . 

is relative~y incipient, but promising. Because of its 

tradition one naturally looks to Ind~n for an outst~1ing 

contribution in this.realm. In this country also, 

however, it is only recently that the universities as such 

have taken up this question. 

My experience in this n.rea of study as an ncndcmic 

discipline nnd ndministrr.tion would lead me to make two 

specific proposals, concerning the form of a potential . 

department (or 'Centre').· .. The first. has to do with the 

. point· thnt comparative study of. religion is in dt1!1ger 
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of being vapid or sentimental unless it follows ~ster 

end is brsed squarely upon n study of religious 

pnrticulnr.s. "Only' he should coMpere wl-J.o knows what it 

is that he is comp:'.l'ing. 11 One cannot profitably study 

(or teach) comparative religion as such, except after 

one has studied nt le r.st two religious traditions with 

some rigour. One of my first Moves on urriving nt 

Harvard in its new 'Center for the Study .of World 

Religions 1 "ras to propose the abolishing of the M.A. in 

Comparative Religion, as the wrong stepping-stone to the 

doctorate in this subject, and on the grounds that at 

the master's level a stu~ent cannot yet have the 

requisite expertise to 'compare'. (Indeed, I have some 

qualms ·about even a doctorate in.this subject, wondering 

whether all coMparison should not rather be· at. the post. 

doctoral level, though in an imperfect world tl-J.is is 

probably utipicn. We arc developing a post-doctoral 

level, however.) Anyway, for admission to doctoral 

ccndidacy the appropriate prerequisite is competenoe at 

the M.A. level in nt least two pnrticular religious 

traditions, one's own and one other. I app~nd herewith 

a statement on our Hnrvard progrrunme. For India, I would 

propose that ndmission to doctoral c·e.ndidacy in Comparative 

~r: Religion should be open only to those "rho hold two M.A. 1 s, 

one in Sanskrit cnd one in Islamic Studies;· or a B.D. in 

Christian theology cnd an M.A. in Irid:icn philooophy; or 

the life. 

f?. practical implication of t"f-tis orientation is 

that rather than multiplying posts in Co~parative Religion 

as such, a strong department or Centre of these studies 
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would be M-aded: p~rhaps- by one professor or Reader in 

,t_i1is. subjec.~ but ~~ed by sn~ four cor~plemcntnry posts, 

-~n Hindu studies, Islamic studies, Buddhist studies, 

Christian studies. A regular meeting or joint seminar 

?f these particular specialists (along wit~ the. 

_,, comparativist director of the progrOI!ll!le) either on 

comparative theory or on sor.~e common problem, could then 

prove highly stimulating and fruitful, -both to them and 

to such advanced students as might be admitted.· Yet the 

_prime responsibility of each would be his own spe-$lb.lity. 

This would.give realism to the comparativist study, as 

. ; 

.. ' 
well as context and universalism and perspective to the 

individual's study of tre pnrticular tradition on which· 
. ; 

he was concentrating. Gradue,J.ly in this way a generation 

of true comparativists will be formed; but at the moment 

they do not yet much exist (at least, not in the West, 
- ·. . . 

and there is reason to believe that here also personnel 

are sparse). 

Where a given university already had a department 

of Sanskrit or of Arabic. or of Pali (or, as Delhi, 

Buddhist Studies), then these could perhaps (not 

necessarily)· be draWn. on for .the Compar~.tive Religion 

programme, or a joint arrangement, perhaps involving 

·joint appointments, might be .worked out that would 

st:rerigthen both these and· the new Comparative Religion 

progrE>l!l!Ile itself. Anyway, the heart of the whole venture 

should be an insistence that comparative study should 

be firmly based on an authentic understanding of a 

·religious· tradition other than one 1 s own. Of course, 

the director of the progr81!1me (he ad of· the department) 
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'"ould he.ve to have a ~;enuine unt versali ty of interest 

End perspe'ctive, along '"ith some speciulised competence. 

oro doubt, so_me considerati('n vrould hc.ve to be given 

to the ad!'linistrative anomalies involved in .a departments 1 s 

offering a doctorate in Conparative Religion, but M.A.'s 

in Hindu studies, Islamic studies, etc.;· nncl in ~he fact 

that in t'flis case the doctorate would require, beyond. 

the m~ster's, not merely a research thesis but also. 

attendance at an advanced seminar in conparative study as 

such and possibly the pcssing of additional papers. At 

this stage I am not submittbg a worked-out blue-print.for 

·a concrete programme, since if the. S'lggestions seemed 

promising in general, a particular syllnbus and s tr11cture 

would presumably hcve to be worked out specifically for n 

·given university in terms of existing other departments 

and offerings in that university, a~d of potential and 

then actual relationships· with them.) 

The second submission that I would urge in this 

whole matter is that the particular studies of the Hindu, 
' Islamic, Buddhist, and Christivn traditions should 

include in each case instruction (papers) not only on the 

cl~sical, normative materials but also on modern and 

indeed contemporary developMents, True :dialogue, a true 

understanding of modern rna~'s religious diversity and 

condition, an authentic awareness of the problem of hunan 

brotherhood and/or fragmentation (and, of course, of the · 

problem of modern Indinn development), require not only a 

knowledge of what each community has been (and is ideally), 

but also a discerning of whr.t each is actually, and what 
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it is in process of beco!'ling, \vith its present-dny 

nspirntions.and ft:ustratirlns. Thu's a study not only of 
. •. 

Veda and Gita and Snnk~rn, of Qur 1 an and shari 1 ah and 

Rumi, but of 19th- and 20th-century movements and 

perplexities. m~ innovnti0ns~ the historical reactions 

of each 'community to British "imperialism, to modern . 

science, to lnbour movements, to democratic politics, to 

urbanization, to each other, etc. 

Much of the material for the teaching of cmrses 

in this area is not carefully known and wou1c1 have to be· 

colle.cte'd, 11researched11 , analysed •. This is a difficulty, 

but E>.lSo is one. gf. the more· ·cogent arguments in favour of 

this proposal, There is major value in assigning to our 

universities a tas~ of finding out where we are in ·pro.cess 
. . . . 

·or going; not only because we heed to know in order to 

act with wisdom, but also'because the universities need 
. . . . ~ . 

such tasks .in order to operate with vitality • 
. · 

.The construction or· a course of studies· in each 

tradition· (modern Hindu, modern Islamic, etc.) ·would 

itself be a major challenge. I have not thought it my 
. . 

task here to.make concrete suggestions, as in the Secularism 

case above; though I should be happy to participate in 

further discuss~qns if this were desired. Apart from 

··.curriculum, a .substmtial problem in this whole area is 

the training of personnel. This is a world problem; my 

assignment at Harvard is to tackle it there. I do not at 

all know whether the new Simla Institute is a potential 

counterpart here. . In any case, . a truly effective programme 

will awni t compet~nt, imaginative, and concerned trained 

personnel - though also vice-versa. 



Two subsidiary points nay be mentioned in 

. connection with Comparative Religion departments. 

· · Such departments lend themselves with peculiar 

aptitude ta internati·"nal interchange, of both student 

·and teacher. At McGill University, I made it a condition 

for the doctorate in Islamic Studies that the candidate 

spend at least a year in the Muslim world, and a Harvard 

though not yet required· a candidate in Comparative 

Religion is 11expected 11 to study in the country where the 

tradition other than his own in which he is specializing 

prevails; and so far as teachers are concerned, it is now 

widely recognized that they must regularly visit the area 

of their concern. We should greatly welcone an opportunity 

for our students and teachers to·work for a time in 

corresponding departments here. It is true that·Ind1a, 

unlike most other countries, is in a quite special 

situation in having the religious diversity that is being 

studied,exemplified richly on .its own doorstep, so that 

in one sense the urgency of this exchange of personnel 

is, from its side, less. Nonetheless, it is one of my 

dreams that eventually a network of Departments of 

·comparative Religion in various universities across the 

world should constitute'a kind of living.institutionalisa• 

tion of the pursuit of that international and inter" 

religious understanding of which we all stand in need. 

And in this, India must be thought of as playing a leading 

role. 

If the U.G.C. should see fit to include Comparative 

Religion among the subjects for which international 

scholarships could be made available, or the Government of 
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India. cotUd. raque.st~-s--of'-<mmmetul&e.lth-·~ilUntries (in 

both directicms:· e.g., the. current discussions with 

Canadn), etc., these would. be significant Md welcome 

steps. In the other direction, apart from students 

coming to India for Hindu studies, if the suggestion 

above were adopted of including papers· in various 

particular tr.adi tions in these departments, then an 

important and r~arding opportunity would be available 

for Western scholars of comparative religion to work at 

intervals in this context, where they could teach some 

or all of the work in Christian studies, as well as 

participati~g constructively in compare.tivist studies .fil 

·Finally, one may reco-rd the entrancing suggestion 

that a lectur.er or a paper on, 11Secul~ism 11 , as proposed 
.. . '' . .. 

in Section I. above~ might perhaps be incorporated within 

this very department. A Comparative Religion progrPlll!lle · 

might very justly be the home for such a subje~t, pe.rhe.ps 

as a compulsory 'paper (though it sP,o1,1.ld be available also -

perhaps compulsorily? - to students in Political Science 

and Philosophy and His tory) • For not only may modern 

society, il.l the world at l~ge and in India in particular, 

be recognised as indeed constituted ideologically of Hindu 

Islamic, Buddhist, Christian,- and. also secularist strands, 

in a complex interrelationship we,ll worth investigating • 

. Further, the lecturer. on Secularism, by participating in 

the joint comparativist seminar, adumbrated above, with 

· his religiously oriented colle2gues, might well both 

contribute to it, and profit from it, most fruitfully. 

contd. ••••••• 16/-
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.. 

B. Moral & Spiritual Values in Education 

The questirms of whether virtue ern be taught, and 

if so, how, r~re as old ~s Plato in the West and the 

Upanishads in India; Therefore, it is hnrdly .illegitimate 

to suggest that in the Radh1lkrishnan anc1 Sri Prakasa 

reports, for all their wisdom; the last word has.probably 

not been sai1 in what will doubtless remain .a perennial 

issue. Rather than attenpting here to add any new and 

obviously ninqr comments to this continuing discussion, 

. my proposal· would simply be to recognize the continuing 

quality of_ this problem by incorporating it also within 

the structure of academic concern. The Sri Prrkasa report 
• .. 

makes vividly clear the importance of this question not 

only for e_ducation but for national life. AccorrUngly, 

it deserves continuing and sustained confrontation. This 

accords with a concept of the university as a question

asking anr'! solution-seeking institution. Here is a major 

social problem: therefore, let it be tackled by the 
' .. 
liniversity, whose business it is to address itself 

intellectually,_experimentally, analytically, responsibly, 

to the challenges that face the. society in, by, and for 

which the _university stands. · 

.. I would propose, accordingly, first a po.per on .. 
"Moral an-~ Spiritual y.alues in the educational pr:>cess: 

·theory, anr1 practice"- in all Institutes of ·Education, 
. . 

As well, a lonrr series of doctoral theses making 

investigations on particular parts of t~is matter could 

contribute to enlightenment on the actual situation, 
'· .... · .. 

without ever exhausting the problem. 
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SecondlY, I wOUld 'Ill"~ ·the-1:--i.n. Arts faculties 

o.lso papers be introduced -- with the same·intent of 

clarifying contemporary processes . . . 
and concrete 

problems -- on the relation of values and morale to 

ecflnomic development ~i/, on current cultural 

trends in relation to national progress (or process 

in the particular state where the univ~rsity stands),. 

and the like. Whether these should be in departments 

of Economics, or Sociology, ·or (modern) History, or 

the like, is l.'. matter for. consideration. (We shall 

return to this over~all issue in Section III below.) 

One might also raise .a question Whether there might 

not be value (both intellectual nnd social) in 

establishing a department of ''Religion & Society" or 

something of 'the s·ort. Given the inesciapnble t~nd 

massive significance of this relationship for modern 

India and its·contemporary development, such n 

proposal iS hardly quixotic. 

contd ••••••••• 18/-
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Sectinn III 

"Educ c.ti -m en<", the Modernisalim Process" 

(Educc.tion end the Renovnti0n Process) 

Note: Since the word "modern" has 2.cquired a. connotation 
of contrast with something that is not modern, whereas I 
prefer to think r:-ther of the new Inliia that is to emerge 
in terms not of contrast with, so much ~s of development 
(howev.er- radical) from, what has been end is; therefore 
I p.ers.onally prefer a nation such r.s "renovation". This 
also avoids the r.anger of thinking of the "modern" ·as 
something imported 'from abroad, rather retaining 
neutrality on the complex issue of the de·gree. to· which 
elements of Western origin and elements derived. from 
Indian traditinns will play a role in the renovation 
process -- r.s well as leaving room for (what I imagine 
may in factprove crucial) creativity, f'or spec·ifically 
new factors to be generated c.d hoc, neither Western nor 
traditionp.l-Indim but authentic innovation. 

"Educc.tion & the Renpvation Process", then, :might 

al:most be sc.id to be ·the very question with which the 

Educution Co:mmission is fundrunentally und as u vrhole . : · 

concerned. ·Clearly it ,.rould be. silly for me to ntte:mpt· 

to CO!!L~Jent substc.ntially. Even c.part fron thr:t, I' hr.ve 

hacl. occasion recently to expre[;ls certain genernl views 

in this realm that it would be redundant to repeat L-5_/. 

Once aaain, then, what I can perhaps reo.sonably 

suggest is that this issue is in principle rnn '-rill 

continue to be a challenge to the society, and therefore 

could and ought to be academically institutionalised, 

incorporated c.s one of the on-going tl'.sks of t.he 

university. (Specifically, the question as explicitly 

formulated could be entrenched in an Institute of 

Education research progr~~Je or curriculumj out nore 

generally the no.tter involves the university as D. whole.) 
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Whntever wisdnm·r:w.;v- be .o.v~ilable from the past 

· br from o'ther sotfrc,es, mr.l wh.o.tever wisdom this Commission 

itself muy formulute, will ~f implemented serve to change 

Ihdiun society in such a.way that new wisdom will then 

M:ne'eded. And.so the process goes on. The modern 

university is inter o.liG a problem-solving body.· By 

intellectual abstractiC"-.n it cun so clarify a situution 

for us that we understand its s~ructu.re nnc1 its processes, 

nnd then can guide them or be guided by them, intoa new 

·situn.tion. And this· is true not only of sectinnal 

is·olntes, but increasingly of complex social wholes, 

:which are found to be not only in movement but in 

intelligible.movement. Thus the moderp university, in 

·addition to conceptuo.lising tne pr.st .out of which its 

· society una mankind at large have come, end the nntnral 

·universe· in which they exist, serves r.lso by .conceptuo.lising . . . . . 

the processes through w~ich the s.ociety is going. And 

it:can offer at the theoretical level alternative patterns 

of. possible subsequent stages in' the process, among which 

those· in pos:i tions of· influence may choose·. · (The validity 

of the theoretical academic formulatinns· are then tested 

by the pructid~bility in actual operation of the vc.rious . . . 

solutions proffered.) Thus the university becomes that . . 

org·o.n of o. society by which the society becomes ·self

cons'cious 'of' its ·own development, and nble to ac~ 

.'inteiligently'in its further evolution. Of course, this 

ide'nl can be recUsed only in part. Yet one of the 

: processes. 'of pr·e sent-dey society .-- and one of the 

indexes or' 1m~dernity 1 ' certainly one of the mcjor. 
. . 

agen<i'ies of· renov~.tion -- is precisely the process of 
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the universities.' increasingly assUI!ling (being assigned) 

this' role. 

In India, universities wheri established in the 

19th ,century by the British were, essentially, assigned 

the function thct to-day is rcther that of the ·college:. 

namely, the transmission of·extant knowl~dge and (only 

partially, because of the Western vnd un-Indian 

orientation): of culture, vnd the training of men to 

carry out various functions within the framework 

(thought or as given) of the society. To-day, however, 

t:tie Universities are.not true universities ~dare not 

truly Indian until tbey. add to this the new ro~e .:or ;not 

only transmitting old ~nowledge but of generating new, 
.. 

· and of training men not only to execute extant functions 

in society but to see and choose which new furictions 

society shnll fulfil, what new fromew6rk it mny have. 

In. the natural sciences, the universities of 

'·India hnve entered the. new phase with enthusiasm; in the 
J . • 

social sciences and the humanities, an outside observer 

gains the impr(3ssi~~ t~nt there is wilfO!!le way to go. 

In, certain departments ,.admirable work is being (\one; 

perhaps especially economic's, presumhbly because the work 
' 

of the. Planning Commission mnkes. it clear to all concerned 

that in the intellectual work here is involved the destiny 

of the· country. This should be equally true, but is 

currently much less clear,· in virtually all departments. 

The difficulty is due in.part to the continuingly 

forei'gn quality of the Indian university: the modern 

Western un+versi tY is oriented to modern Western problems, 
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md. to, some degree the modern Indinn .university hns 

continued to model itself on vie stern patterns, so that 

the processes of current Indian evolution, <md .the 

challenges pressing on current Indian life, sometimes 

get less academic confrontation and analysis than they 

deserve, or than will eno.ble them to be solved with full 

understanding nnd 'adequate intellectual analysis and 

clnrificnt:i:on. 

Even the dep artmen tnl s true ture s of a Fo.cul ty of · 

Arts in India reflects to an extent that seems to •e 

disquieting, the departmental pattern of a Western 

Faculty of Arts, whereas t~is lntter pattern is in my 

view innde·quate (not to say misleading). even in the West 

itself now that the West hns triken on some _kind of world 

role, so lim;l.ted is the· traditional pnttern to 

specifically Western culture." . Departments of politics, 

economics, philosophy, lo:w, etc:, and the conceptualisn

ttons that they presuppose and perpetuate, represent o. 

p_articular analysis of a particular society: one way of 

slicing up the seamless whole of human experience, o. way 

that was worked out to handle the data of Western 

civilisation, - but is inadequate or inept when applied 

uncritically to other civilisations, or indeed to the 

·.new world civilisatia.n that is to-day emerging • 

. . .["Not only is the slicing up done in o. locally 

Western fashion. Also, the relt-.tion a"'long ·the various 
' . 

parts, which differs fron culture to culture, is 

ignored. All this is one·najor reason why o. nornal 

Western .mind cannot unders·tond another civilisation. 
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. 
!t sees the various prrts, but does not perceive how 

. . 
they are related t~ each other. Further, ~uch of the 

advice of foreign 11 experts 11 on. Indi:m develop!:lent is 
' 

posit~vely misleading because it is, both in·practice 

and even in principle, unintegrated: so that one ·aspect 
' . 

of life -- for instance,;economics -- may be thought of 

as .an independent entity rather than being ·seen as an 
.. 

abstraction adjectival to the total process of 
.I'!' 

contemporary India. This is in large part because 

(negatively) such experts are usually trained in·Western 

universities that are incapable (and even insouciant) 

of integrating the abstraction called economics:into a 

comprehensive Indian dynamic L-6_7. The West must 

learn to rethink its university pattern; but cannot do . ·. . . 

so without Indian help. J 

All this, however, is a large matter, too 

elaborate and perhaps as yet too speculative and untested 

to be developed,here in any detail L-7_/. Suffice it at 

this point, returning to our immediate assignment, to 

draw together some of the specific proposals preferred 

under the preceding Sections, adumbrating a paper on 

secularisation in modern Indian society, papers on · 

current tendencies in Hindu, Muslim, etc., development, 

studies on the mutual involvement in present-day India 

of moral-and-other-values and economic ·change, an 

emphasis in History departments on contemporary historical 

evolut~on,. etc. The over-all suggestion is that the 

present-day scene, in its quality of a situation in 

process (a highly complex si tua.ti0n in exceedingly 
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delicnte yet rapid process) should becone an explicit, 

deliberate, major concern of the Indian university. 

An Institute,. Centre, programme, department, or other 

project to study the modernisation or renovation process 
' 1.: . 

itself, could be. both intellectunll:( rich (certainly 

challenging!) and pragmatically usefu], (certainly 

relevant). 

It would have to address itself to the modern 

scene not only in its several parts, but with an active 

concern for the inter-relations among the parts. That 

is, it would have to be "inter-disciplinary" (this . · 

particular term is simply an oblique admis~ion of the 

inadequacy, which I have argued on other grounds, of the 

tl'aditi'l!lal discipline or department pattern). Noriethe• 

less one aspect of the whole would be an insistence that 

History departments should develop a serious and full• 

scale. study of contemporary Indian history •. The Hindu• 
f . . 

Nuslim, and British periods of Indian history must of 

course not be neglected; but the period since 1947 is of 

at least equal, and in many respects is of more crucinl, 

significance. It should get at least equal, if not 

greater, attention, personnel, ~d concern. 

Of course, 1947 cannot be a neat and firm dividing 

line. The Contemporary Period sh~ld begin as far back 

as seems, in the judgement of the persons formulating 
• 

or teaching it, necessary to explr>in the present. 

contd •••••• 24/-
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More generclly, I en· simply urging a continual 

and formal and ~esponsible inquiry intn the dynamics 

of life in present-day India: the furthering of a 
. . 

nction's self-critical self-consciousness, us the basis 

for self-renewal. . Difficult, but exciting; problematic, 

. but 'powerful; intellectually perhaps the greatest 

challenge thl:'.t the c0untry faces --·to understmd 

i tseu .. 

In other words, when nsked to make sone sort o~ 

conBent on the question of educatinn and the whole 
·•·. 

modernising, renovating process in India, I simpty turn 

the matter back, I hope constructively, by suggesting 

tpat this question should be built into the educational 
~ 

· sys,tem itself, operationally. 

cnntd •••••• 25/-



N 0 T E S ----
1) Modernisatinn of a Traditional Socie~, Asia 

Publishing House for Indian Council af' World 
Affairs, Delhi, Bombay, &c., 1965; 

"Secularism: The Problem Posed", in Seminar, 
New Delhi, March, 1965; 

Islam in Modern History, Princetonf 1957, 
New York, 1959, esnp. chapters on ndia and 
Turkey; etc. · 

2) In the Independence Day Parade in New Delhi, 
· January 26, 1964, the Delhi float symbolised 

~P.cularism by a representv.tinn of the .nb1IJ.
wflon ki snyr procession embracing both 
H ndu and Muslim, and Sikh, sacred sites. 

3) As illustrative of this, I am submittirig 
separately an aide-memoire propounding a · 
particular possibility of this type. 

4) Cf. the Sapru House Lectures, the first.item 
in (1) above. 

5) Id. 

6) I am not insensitive to the parndox that one 
Western observer, myself, am criticising 
other Westerners for their deficiencies or 
non-perceptivities in. this realm. In defence· , 
it might be argued that the deficiencies of 
my own suggestions here will be of other 
sorts; more basically, however, this is 
fallacious, for such deficiencies or inept
ness as my preferred notions may ev,ince 
will almost certainly, like the others', be 
due less to inherent weaknesses in the ideas 
themselves than to a failure of appreciation 
of the actual situation in India end the 
processes of its contemporary evolution. 

7) A first step towards enunciating this argument 
is ·currently in press under the title, "Non• 
Western Studies -- the religious approach", 
by the present writer in a forthcoming 
symposium; but a full statement must wait. 

----


